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The state of  the art: an interpretative gap

• Rehabilitating the sophist: ‘a very recent discovery’ (Rossetti)

• Gorgias’Encomium as a ‘classic’ (Barney 2016; Donadi 2016)

• Where is politics?



Why this gap? The paradoxical nature of  the text

• The Encomium, in consequence, defies easy categorization or understanding;
it becomes readable (or, in a sense, unreadable) in several ways (Halliwell, 2012:
267).

• So the Helen is an argument about the nature of language and persuasion,
nested within an argument about moral responsibility, wrapped up in a self-
undermining showpiece display of rhetoric (Barney 2016)



Why this gap? An antidemocratic view of political life

• [They, the ancestors] were the first and only people in that time to drive out (ἐκβαλόντες)
the ruling classes (δυναστείας) of their state and to establish a democracy, believing the
liberty of all to be the strongest bond of agreement; by sharing with each other the
hopes born of their perils they had freedom of soul (ἐλευθέραις ταῖς ψυχαῖς) in their
civic life, and used the law for honouring the good and punishing the evil. For they
deemed that it was the way of wild beasts to be held subject to one another by
force (ὑπ᾽ ἀλλήλων βίᾳ κρατεῖσθαι), but the duty of men to delimit justice by law, to
convince by argument (λόγῳ πεῖσαι) and to serve these two in act by submitting to
the sovereignity of law and the instruction of reason (Lysias, Funeral Oration 18–19,
trans. Lamb.)



Three different political readings of  Encomium

• No politics at all (D. Lanza)

• Rhetoric as performance (T. Poulakos)

• A Barbarian View of  Politics (M. Pfau)



No politics at all

La magica potenza di questo corpo microscopico è potenza cui solo l’officiante della
parola sa dar vita. Il retore appare nella rappresentazione gorgiana tutt’affatto diverso da
quello del parlatore ateniese […] Maestra di paradossi e di enigmi più che del giusto e
dell’ingiusto, la retorica gorgiana si sviluppa in una dimensione non politica.

The magical power of this microscopic body is power that only the officiant of the word
can give life to. The rhetorician appears in the Gorgianic representation quite different
from that of the Athenian speaker [...] A teacher of paradoxes and enigmas rather than
of just and unjust, Gorgianic rhetoric develops in a non-political dimension.

D. Lanza, Lingua e discorso nell’Atene delle professioni, Liguori, Napoli, 1979, pp.46-
47



Rhetoric as performance

[…] The Helen would be read as a gesture signalling a crisis in the
aristocratic networks of power ad as an effort taken to fill the lack that
had caused the crisis […] the aristocrats might have looked to rhetorical
education as a way out of the crisis and might have sought to use their
sponsorship of the Sophists in order to redirect the art of rhetoric away
from the probable and toward the performative.

T. Poulakos, Human Agency in the History of Rhetoric, in, V. J. Vitanza (edited
by, Writing Histories of Rhetoric, Southern Illinois University Press, 1994, p.
70



A Barbarian View of  Politics

• If one accepts the notion that the Encomium may have been an oblique
reference to politics, the fact that persuasion is noted as just one of the forces
is significant. […] In this respect, the scheme of political life, which I suggest the
Encomium on Helen allegorically represents, is decidedly that of a barbarian in
the original sense – one who was neither Greek nor Athenian and therefore did
not share a belief in the potentially liberating aspects of political speech.

• M. W. Pfau, Encomium on Helen as Advertisement: Political Life According to Gorgias
the Barbarian, in R. L. Enos & D. E. Beard (edited by), Advances in the History of
Rhetoric. The first six years, Parlor Press, Lafayette (IN), 2007, pp.162-163



Rhetoric is nothing but politics (I)

• In the consciousness of those who teach it (represented by the Platonic
character Gorgias), rhetoric is nothing but politics. The speaker is a
politician who knows how to speak. Its sphere—if we are careful enough
not to use the term materia—is the affairs of the polis, and its evaluation
concerning its beneficence is wholly political

• Yosef Z. Liebersohn, The Problem of Rhetoric's Materia in Plato's Gorgias
(449c9-d9), Rhetorica: A Journal of the History of Rhetoric, Vol. 29, 2011, p.



Rhetoric is nothing but politics (II)

• On the contrary, in his earlier dialogue a much older Gorgias figures as the main character and Plato’s chosen
competitor at the time when the Academy was being founded: confrontation with the sophist and his pupils is
personal, bitter and polemical, rewarding readers of Gorgias with a unique insight into the most renowned and
expensive ‘school of politics’ in Greece.

• The truth is that rhetorike was born positive, the perfect word for an eminently Greek discipline combining skilled
public speech with leadership and personal doxa, and the term bears the distinctive mark of the free citizen
pursuing success in the ancient city-state.

• This is where the new discipline comes in, ‘rhetoric’ being the unequivocal name for the choice of political
speeches as the rational side of logos that eventually enabled the sophist to impart a useful craft, firmly rooted
in the standard values of Greek society.

• Maria Tanja Luzzatto, Did Gorgias Coin Rhetorike? A Rereading of  Plato’s Gorgias, Lexis, 38, 2020, pp. 199, 200, 
206



Two different Gorgias?

• The teacher of rhetoric ➝➝➝ rhetoric is politics or Gorgias’ school
as a school of politics ➝➝➝ ‘a useful craft, firmly rooted in the
standard values of Greek society’

• The author of the Encomium ➝➝➝ not a general theory of logos or not
the sophist’s manifesto ➝➝➝ a paradoxical theory at odds with a
democratic view of political life



Two problems with ‘two Gorgias’ thesis (I)

• His choice of logoi in Helen (8-14) strongly suggests the need for a different and
distinctive ‘term of art’, since the peculiar list entirely leaves out the
political speeches that properly belong to rhetoric (Luzzatto, 2020: 205)

• BUT

• Persuasion belonging to discourse shapes the soul at will: witness […] second,
the necessary debates (anagkaious agônas) in which one discourse, artfully
written but not truthfully meant, delights and persuades a numerous crowd
(ochlon)(Gorgias, Helen, 13, transl. Donovan)



Two problems with ‘two Gorgias’ thesis (II)

• […] there are serious problems with the widespread belief that Helen 8-14 expounds a general theory of
logos, and it is my opinion that we should resist the temptation to view the celebrated passage as
the sophist’s manifesto: rather, all our pieces of evidence, including the statements made by Gorgias
in Plato, should be understood as complementing each other by supplying separate parts of a final
picture that will only result by fitting all the available pieces together (Luzzatto, 2020: 206)

• BUT

• The conceptual framework of Gorgias’ position in Plato’s homonymous dialogue is substantially
congruent with what Encomium says, particularly in paragraphs 8-14.

• Persuasion is the greatest possession since it is at the same time the reason why men are free and
manage to dominate the others in their city (Gorgias, 452d6-8)

• To be compared with:

• Protarcus claims to have often heard Gorgias repeat that the art of persuasion is greater than all the
others because it permits you to make others slaves with their consensus (Philebus, 58a-b)



Toward a political reading

• Could we consider Encomium as an example of metarhetoric that attempts to
theorize about political oratory?

• Encomium as a sort of paradoxical model of democratic politics (and perhaps
politics in general), that represents democratic citizens acting in their
deliberative capacity



Gorgias’ Encomium in three steps

• Moral responsibility and eclypse of  agency

• Agency in a cognitive framework

• An agonistic view of  logos: Helen as a political actor or Helen as the 
inverted image of  the citizen



Responsibility in Helen’s Encomium: a strange landscape

• Broad view: no one can be held responsible for whatever action

• Narrow view: self-destructive or morally wrong actions



The cognitive framework

• Two kinds of  persuasion: dissociating will, action and belief

• To persuade to/to persuade that

• Cfr. For discourse was the persuader of the soul, which it persuaded and
compelled to believe the things that were said and to agree to the
things that were done (Hel., 12, transl. Donovan)



A speculative leap: Gorgias in Aristotle’s mirror

[..] it remains, then, to see whether [representation] is belief: for belief also
turns out to be either true or false. But, belief depends on credence
(pistis) (for it is not possible for someone who forms a belief not to have
credence in what seems to be), but credence belongs to none of the beasts,
while many of them have representation. Moreover, every belief depends
on credence, credence depends on having been persuaded (pepeisthai),
and persuasion (peithoi) depends on λόγος; but while representation
belongs to some of the beasts, none of them have λόγος” (Aristotle, On
Soul, 3.3, 428a18-24, transl. McCready-Flora: 2011:16 modified).



Dissociating will and belief

It’s clear as well that it [i.e. imagination] is not thinking, or rather
entertaining. For that state is up to us, whenever we want (otan
boulômetha) (for it is possible to put something in front of our eyes, like
those who fashion images and put them into mnemonics), but believing is
not up to us (doxazein d’ouk eph’êmin). For when forming beliefs we
must either be in error or hit on the truth (Aristotle, On Soul, 3.3, 427b17-
22, trans. McCready-Flora: 2011:81)



An agonistic view of  logos

That persuasion, when added to speech, can impress the soul as it wishes, one may learn

first

from the utterances of the astronomers who, substituting opinion for opinion, taking
away one (apheilomenoi) but creating another, make what is incredible and
unclear (apista kai adēla)seem true to the eyes of the opinion;

and second,

compelling contests (anagkaious agônas) in words, in which a single speech, written with
art, but not spoken with truth, may charm and persuade a large multitude (ochlon);

and third,

the struggles (amillas) of philosophic arguments, in which swiftness of thought is also
shown making belief in an opinion (tēn tēs doxēs pistin) easily changed

(Gorgias, Helen, 13, transl. Sharma)



Two lessons for prospective citizens

• don’t act like a woman

• acquire the capacity to use logos in political sphere



•Thank you!


